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Reliable and Cost Efficient Passive Optical Interconnects for Data Centers
Yuxin Cheng, Matteo Fiorani, Lena Wosinska, and Jiajia Chen

Abstract—To address the sustainability, scalability, and reliabil-
ity problems that data centers are currently facing, we propose
three passive optical interconnect (POI) architectures on top of the
rack. The evaluation results show that all three architectures offer
high reliability performance (connection availability for intra-rack
interconnections higher than 99.999%) in a cost-efficient way.

Index Terms—Optical communications, data center intercon-
nects, reliability analysis, cost models.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE growing popularity of cloud applications is drastically
increasing the traffic volumes that data centers have to

handle [1]. Consequently, the transmission capacity inside the
data centers is rapidly growing. The majority of the servers
today are equipped with 1 Gbps or 10 Gbps interfaces for
communications, while in the future higher transmission rates
are expected to be used (e.g., 40 Gbps or 100 Gbps per server)
[2]. These trends lead to scalability problem for the network
providing connectivity among severs inside the data center and
toward the Internet.

Current data center interconnection networks include sev-
eral tiers, such as edge, aggregation and core, and are based
on electronic commodity switches. Scaling these networks to
support very high transmission capacity may lead to dramatic
increase in the total equipment cost and power consumption
[3]. In this regard, optical communication has been considered
as a promising technology for data center interconnects due to
the ultra-high capacity that can be offered in cost- and energy-
efficient way.

Several optical switching architectures have been recently
proposed for data center networks [4]–[7]. They are based on
either optical switches [4], [5] or passive optical components
[6] and [7] at the aggregation and core tiers. However, in these
architectures the edge tier is still based on electronic top-of-rack
(ToR) switches, which limits the overall cost and energy savings
[3]. Paper [8] has explored different possibilities for optical in-
terconnection solutions at ToR and identified that using POI for
inter-server communication (such as the architectures proposed
in [6], [7]) can potentially offer significant energy saving while
at the relatively low cost.

Meanwhile, the higher transmission rate, the larger the vol-
ume of traffic and number of cloud services can be affected
in case of a failure in the network. The required availability
of fault-tolerant data center infrastructure (including electrical
power supply, storage and distribution facilities) should be
higher than 99.995% [9]. Thus, the availability for any con-
nection established within the data center needs to be even
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higher, since the communication system is only a part of the site
infrastructure. Several topologies, e.g., fat-tree [10] and Quartz
[11], have been proposed in order to improve the resiliency of
large-scale data center networks. These topologies introduce re-
dundancy in the aggregation and core tiers to increase reliability
in the central part of the data center network. However, the edge
tier is usually unprotected due to the high cost of introducing
redundant ToR switches as well as due to the belief that edge tier
can be self-healing (i.e., in case the connection to a certain server
would be down, the task can be re-assigned and carried out by
another server). Unfortunately, it may not be true in the scenario
where the servers within the racks are highly loaded making it
difficult to find resources to be allocated for a possible backup.

Therefore, the expected growth of traffic volume inside the
data centers brings the need for highly reliable, yet cost and
energy efficient, interconnection at the edge tier. In [3] and [8]
several passive optical interconnects for the edge tier of data
center networks have been presented showing that by replacing
the electronic ToR switches with passive optical components it
is possible to significantly reduce the overall energy consump-
tion while offering high capacity interconnection.

On the other hand, such optical interconnects may lead to
higher capacities needed in the aggregation and core tiers of
the data center network because of the lack of statistical mul-
tiplexing in the optical domain. However, this problem can be
mitigated by employing burst mode transceivers and a control
protocol that is able to perform an efficient dynamic bandwidth
allocation strategy [6], [7].

Despite of the growing importance of fault tolerance of inter-
connects at ToR, this aspect has not been studied yet. In this
letter, we focus on highly reliable and cost efficient passive
optical interconnects and propose three architectures for inter-
connections at ToR. They can be integrated with any topology
supporting large-scale data center networks, e.g., fat-tree and
Quartz. We also evaluate the proposed architectures in terms of
connection availability and cost. Our results verify that ultra-
high connection availability, i.e., close to 5 nines (99.999%),
can be achieved with both 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps server in-
terfaces. In addition, the cost of the proposed passive optical
interconnects scale more efficiently with the server capacity
compared to electronic commodity switches.

II. RELIABLE PASSIVE OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

In this section, three passive optical interconnects (POIs) for
the edge tier are presented. The first one is based on an arrayed
waveguide grating (AWG), while the other two are based on a
coupler which broadcasts the traffic sent by one input port to
all the output ports. The proposed POIs are shown in Fig. 1.
In all three schemes servers are equipped with optical network
interfaces (ONIs) sending and receiving optical signals. The
communication can be either intra-rack (shown as red solid
lines) or to outside the rack (inter-rack or to/from the Internet,
shown as blue dashed lines).

It should be noted that the dynamicity and programmability
for POIs are provided by the ONIs of the servers. Therefore, all
the presented POIs have the ONIs equipped with wavelength
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme I: (N + K) × (N + K) AWG based POI, (b) Scheme II: (N + 1) × (N + 1) coupler based POI and (c) Scheme III: N × 4 coupler based POI
(WTT: wavelength tunable transmitter, AWG: arrayed waveguide grating, ONI: optical network interface, RX: receiver, WTF: wavelength tunable filter, WSS:
wavelength selective switch).

Fig. 2. Wavelength plan for AWG based POI.

tunability. It has been demonstrated in [6] and [7] that good
network performance can be achieved with wavelength tuning
speed in the magnitude of microseconds.

A. Scheme I: AWG Based POI

Fig. 1(a) shows the structure of the first type of POI, which is
based on (N + K) × (N + K) AWG interconnecting the servers
within a rack as well as providing connection to the switches at
aggregation/core tier. Here, N is the number of servers and K is
the number of the links between ToR and the aggregation/core
tier. This scheme is inspired by the POI proposed in [4]. Each
ONI has two fibers connected to the AWG input and output
ports. For this type of POI, in total N + K wavelengths are
required. Thanks to the cyclic property of the AWG, a proper
wavelength plan can be made (see Fig. 2 to set up a connection
for any intra-rack or inter-rack communication without any con-
flicts in spectrum. Note that the grey fields in Fig. 2 represent
no connection (i.e., there is no traffic passing through the POI
destined to the same server or between two interfaces toward
the aggregation/core tiers).

B. Scheme II: (N + 1) × (N + 1) Coupler Based POI

Fig. 1(b) shows the structure of the second proposed POI
architecture. In Scheme II an (N + 1) × (N + 1) coupler is
employed to interconnect N servers within the rack. Two
ports of the coupler are connected to a wavelength selective
switch (WSS) for inter-rack communications. The broadcast
nature of the coupler provides higher flexibility in wavelength
allocation than the AWG based scheme. In this scheme, the
wavelengths can be dynamically assigned for the intra- and
inter-rack communications, leading to high resource utilization.
The wavelength tunable transmitters (WTTs) on the ONIs are
able to use any available wavelength (λ1, . . . λm) for intra-
rack communications. The data is broadcast to all the output
ports of the coupler. The ONI consists of wavelength tunable
filter (WTF) and receiver (Rx) for receiving the signal. Due
to the broadcast-and-select manner, the WTF is needed to select
the wavelength assigned to a specific communication, while
the signals on other wavelengths are dropped. For the traffic
to outside of the rack, the WSS switches the corresponding

wavelengths (λm+1, λm+2 . . .) and forwards the traffic to the
aggregation and core tires. In this architecture, we assume
the use of a 2 × K WSS, as the one demonstrated in [12].
Multiple interfaces (K ≥ 2) can be reserved to connect to the
aggregation/core tier and support any topology (e.g., fat-tree
and Quartz) for high scalability and resiliency.

C. Scheme III: N × 4 Coupler Based POI

Fig. 1(c) shows the third proposed POI architecture, which
enhances the reliability performance of the coupler based
POI proposed in [3]. In Scheme III, ONIs at the servers are
connected to N input ports of an N × 4 coupler. By passing
through a WSS, the wavelengths assigned for the intra-rack
communications (i.e., λ1, . . . λm) are sent back to the coupler
and then broadcasted to all the connected ONIs in the same
rack. Like in Scheme II, the WTF is needed at the ONI to select
the signal carried by the assigned wavelength. The wavelengths
(λm+1, λm+2 . . .) are allocated for traffic sent to/received from
the outside of the rack. Similar as the other schemes, this
approach can also reserve several interfaces to connect to the
aggregation/core tier for resiliency and scalability enhance-
ment. From resiliency perspective, WSS is critical in this POI
structure, as the traffic for both intra-rack communications
and to the outside of the rack needs to pass this component.
Considering the fact that WSS is an active component having
obvious lower availability than the passive devices, backup is
proposed by introducing an additional WSS.

III. RELIABILITY AND COST MODELS

In this section we present an analytical model for reliability
and cost evaluations of the three proposed POI architectures and
the electronic ToR switch scheme.

A. Reliability Analysis

In this letter, we focus on ToR interconnect design and hence
we perform the reliability performance analysis for the intra-
rack communication. However, the same methodology can be
applied to the core/aggregation tier.

Fig. 3 presents the reliability block diagrams (RBDs) for the
intra-rack connections in the electronic switch based scheme
and the three proposed POIs. RBD represents availability model
of a system/connection, where series configuration corresponds
to the case where all the connected blocks need to be available,
while the parallel configuration means that at least one of the
branches needs to be available. We can observe that in the
three proposed POIs, the connections include several active and
passive optical components. As a consequence, the connection
availability (A) (i.e., the probability that the connection is
operating) can be calculated by multiplying the availability of
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Fig. 3. Reliabilityblock diagrams. (a)Electronic switchbased scheme. (b) SchemeI. (c)SchemeII. (d) Scheme III without protection. (e) Scheme III with protection.

the cascaded components. We can then obtain the following
formulas for availability of intra-rack connection in electronic
switch based scheme (AE), Scheme I (APOI(I)), Scheme II
(APOI(II)), and Scheme III without protection (AU−POI(III)):

AE = A2
GTRX × AES, (1)

APOI(I) = ATRX × AAWG, (2)
APOI(II) = ATRX × ACP × AWTF, (3)

AU−POI(III) = ATRX × ACL×ACP × AWSS × AIS × AWTF. (4)

Here, ATRX represents the availability of the tunable transceiver
(note that transmitter and receiver are embedded on the same
board). Meanwhile, we denote AGTRX, AES, AAWG, ACL, ACP,
AWSS, AIS, and AWTF as the availability of the grey transceiver,
electronic switch, AWG, circulator, coupler, WSS, isolator and
WTF, respectively. The availability of each component can
be obtained as the ratio between the mean lifetime and the
mean time between failures (MTBF) [15]. In the protected
Scheme III, the reliability is improved by the redundancy
of WSS and isolator comparing to the unprotected one. The
availability can be obtained according to the following formula:

AP−POI(III) =
(

1 − (1 − AWSS × AIS)
2
)

× ATRX

× ACL × ACP × AWTF. (5)

B. Cost Analysis

To calculate the equipment cost for the three proposed POIs,
we employ a similar approach as in [3]. We define the total cost
of a POI (CPOI)) as the sum of all the network components
inside the rack. As a consequence, the total cost for electronic
switch based scheme (CE), Scheme I (CPOI(I)), Scheme II
(CPOI(II)), and the unprotected Scheme III (CU−POI(III)), can
be calculated according to the following formulas:

CE = 2 × N × CGTRX + CES, (6)
CPOI(I) = N × CTRX + CAWG, (7)

CPOI(II) = N × (CTRX + CWTF) + CCP + CWSS, (8)
CU−POI(III) = N × (CTRX + CCL + CWTF)

+ CCP+CWSS+CIS. (9)

Here, N is the number of servers in the rack and CTRX is
the cost of a tunable optical transceiver. Moreover, CGTRX ,
CES, CWTF , CAWG, CCP, CWSS, CCL, and CIS are the cost of
grey transceiver, electronic switch, WTF, AWG, coupler, WSS,
circulator and isolator, respectively. In the protected Scheme III,
additional WSS and isolator are used inside the rack to improve
resiliency. Accordingly, the total cost of the protected Scheme III
(CP−POI(III)) can be obtained through the following formula:

CP−POI(III) = N×(CTRX + CCL + CWTF)

+ CCP + 2×(CWSS + CIS). (10)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate and compare the cost and reliabil-
ity of the proposed POIs. We consider a conventional electronic

TABLE I
MTBF AND COST OF THE NETWORK ELEMENTS [8], [13], [14]

Fig. 4. Total cost for electronic ToR switch and the three proposed POI
architectures.

ToR switch as benchmark. The overall results cover the cases
of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps transmission capacity per server.

Table I shows the MTBF and the cost values for the involved
components [8], [13], [14], which are used to evaluate the
reliability and the total cost of the proposed POI architectures.
Fig. 4 shows the total cost of the proposed POIs and the
conventional electronic ToR switch given the different number
of total servers in a rack (48, 64 and 128) and 2 interfaces
towards the aggregation/core tier. As reflected in the cost for-
mulas, all the considered schemes show a linear increase in the
total cost as a function of the number of servers. Considering
the case with 1 Gbps per server, Scheme I and Scheme II
show a similar total cost as the electronic ToR switch. On
the other hand, the cost of Scheme III without protection is
almost doubled due to the use of an additional circulator in
the ONI. However, the circulator makes cabling easier since
one server only has one fiber port for interconnection. The
protected Scheme III shows a small increase in the total cost,
since additional WSS and the isolator are needed for backup.
For the case with 10 Gbps interface per server, the three POIs
show great advantage in terms of cost comparing to electronic
switches. The price of commercial electronic ToR switches
operating at 10 Gbps is much more expensive than the price
of electronic ToR switches operating at 1 Gbps. On the other
hand, the increase of cost of three POIs from 1 Gbps to
10 Gbps is much lower than electronic switches. This is mainly
due to the reason that for POIs the major cost increase is at
transceivers side for higher data rate while the passive optical
switch components remain the same. However, for solution
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Fig. 5. Unavailability vs. total cost of three POIs for different MTTR values and server transmission capacities.

based on commodity switches, cost increase occurs at both
transceivers at the servers and the switches for interconnection.

It is worth noting that, due to the lack of statistical multiplex-
ing, the POIs may require more capacity, and thus higher costs,
in the aggregation and core tiers. The cost results in [3] have
shown that impact of the absence of statistical multiplexing
in the edge tier on the overall data center network cost highly
depends on the switching techniques adopted in core and aggre-
gation tier. However, despite of the lack of additional statistical
multiplexing in the edge tier, the cost reduction for the overall
data center can still be achieved in many cases compared to the
solution based on the conventional electronic switches [3].

Unavailability of a component or system is defined as the
probability that it is failed and can be expressed as 1-A, where A
denotes availability. Our calculation of the unavailability values
of the three POIs is based on the MTBF of components pre-
sented in Table I. Regarding mean time to repair (MTTR), it is
dependent on the maintenance policy adopted by the data center
operator. We assume two values of MTTR (4 h and 24 h) reflect-
ing different fault management policies in respect to the length
of reparation time. Fig. 5 shows the unavailability of intra-rack
connection versus total cost of 48 servers in a rack for the
three considered optical intra-rack interconnects at 1 Gbps and
10 Gbps. It can be seen that Scheme I and Scheme II performs
best, i.e., showing the lowest connection unavailability. In the
case a fast reparation time (e.g., MTTR = 4 hours), the intra-
rack connection availability for Scheme I and Scheme II can
reach 5 nines (99.999%), meeting the reliability requirement
for fault-tolerant site infrastructure, i.e., availability of 99.995%
[9]. On the other hand, unprotected Scheme III supports similar
level of connection availability as its electronic counterpart,
while with the proposed redundancy of the WSS, its intra-rack
connection availability can reach 5 nines. Even for a relatively
long reparation time (e.g., MTTR = 24 hours), the availabil-
ities up to 4 nines (99.99%) can be obtained for Scheme I,
Scheme II and the protected Scheme III, which is much better
than availability of ToR based on electronic switches. Advan-
tages of POIs at 10 Gbps on reliability performance compared
to the electronic interconnect is more obvious than at 1 Gbps.
It is mainly because the reliability performance of the passive
devices is not dependent on the data rate.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter we proposed reliable optical interconnect ar-
chitectures for the edge tier of data center interconnection net-

works. We have evaluated their cost and reliability performance
and compared with the traditional commodity ToR switch. The
results show that the proposed POIs outperform the electronic
ToR switches in terms of both connection availability and cost.
Compared to electronic commodity switches, the benefits of
optical POIs are more obvious at the higher data rate. Therefore,
our proposed POIs make it possible to reach the required
connection availability of 99,995% and beyond at high data
rates in the intra-data center networks.
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